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I appreciate the opportunity to view my concerns and suggestions in the interest of National Security.

With any treat from other Countries, Australia needs to have the resources to stop any attack or invasion. The available technology, as used by Israel, has demonstrated their anti missile capability that has prevented many civilian deaths, by counteractive measures.

Having the latest defence Aircrafts, Worships and Submarines may be inadequate as foreign investment and armies that may poise a treat, have increased significantly.

I believe having the combination of trusted allies using satellite tracking technology along with 'stealth' laser guided missiles are essential as both, a deterrent and a protective requirement.

I am not aware of our present capabilities to counter- measure any nuclear missile attack, but when I read (The Courier Mail) that the Chinese Government has acknowledged it has the capability to launch a long range, multi warhead missile from Beijing to Melbourne, I believe a proven deterrent must be part of our Defence Budget.

Having secret locations based strategically on our mainland to counter any treat, weather it comes from the air or sea, is imperative. I believe having missiles are far cheaper to deploy without the billions spent on old methods that are less efficient and threaten the life of defence personnel.

Tracking and Information satellites also require their own defence capability, as technology leaps ahead. Having an accurate, early warning system would reduce the need to deploy our slow, costly deployment of planes and ships, to investigate any suspicious activity.

Our Government's history of wasteful expenditure, has not curtailed any immediate threat of a invasion, which must be of concern. I would hope we have the best, cost effective, measures in place today, so Australians know they are protected.
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